1(7(5,:,;03,>693+

The extensive collection of INAX brand tiles offers traditional, classic designs that take advantage of authentic
Japanese styles, as well as sophisticated, stylish tiles for a more modern look.
Each and every one of our tiles is created with care and attention to detail, based on the tile technology we
have continuously developed and improved since 1924, as well as our rigorous system for quality control.
Our uncompromising standards for esthetics and texture are reflected in the details of our finished products.
This Japanese tile brand offers refined techniques and unfaltering quality and helps customers to create
high-quality spaces that resonate in the hearts of those who behold them.
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SENTOUSAI Renewal
CRESCENT BORDER
ARENALEAF
YOHEN BORDER
IZUMO
DENT CUBE
TOUEN New
WAVE BORDER
TOUJURIN
SEKIHA
PLATEAU BLOCK
HOSOWARI BORDER
YUKI BORDER
YUMON New
LASCAVE
OMBRE BORDER New
LUMINOS New
GAMON New
FORMAT-MIX
VISORE
STREAM BORDER
MIROCAVE
RHYTHMIC Ⅱ
RHYTHMIC Ⅱ CROCHET
FOUREFLE
REPEAT WAVE
CHOCOLATE New
CELAVIO F New
CELAVIO G New
GIYAMAN BORDER New
MADOKA-R

01

02

SENTOUSAI

Renewal

HAL-RN/STS-11

HAL-RN/STS-13

HAL-RN/STS-12

HAL-RN/STS-11~STS-13
[

size/pc

7

23

] 235×13 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×90 mm
[ thickness ] 22 mm
[quantity/sqm] 46.9 shts
[quantity/carton] 30 shts
[weight/carton] 18.3 kg

90

Silicon joint
Joint color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.

“Kawarabei”

Traditional artisans in Japan had an eco-aware custom of reusing old roof tiles of
various shapes as material for the exterior walls of new houses. These walls

show fragments of these roof tiles kneaded into them. INAX’s Sentousai tiles

recreate the natural textures of these kawarabei, i.e., plaster (mud) walls. Three
types of tiles, all with different thicknesses, make up Sentousai. The lights and
shadows produced by these differences in thicknesses are a unique feature of
these unusual Sentousai tiles.
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CRESCENT BORDER

DCF-10BNET/CRS-1

DCF-10BNET/CRS-2

DCF-10BNET/CRS-3

DCF-10BNET/CRS-1~CRS-4
[

size/pc

] 147.5×10 mm

150

[ size/sht ] 300×150 mm

Cross section

[ thickness ] 7~22 mm
[quantity/sqm] 22.3 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 15.2 kg

“Mikazuki”

Since the eighth century when the Manyoshu, Japan's oldest poetry anthology,
was compiled, persons of compassion and sensitivity have sought to express

their feelings about the moon through a richness of expression that illustrates
the different impressions the heavenly orb has made through the ages.

CRESCENT BORDER tiles present a contrast in color reflecting the radiant glow
of pearly moonbeams on iridescent ocean waves. This eternal play of light and

04

shadow is recreated by these radial tiles in their accent on interior design.

0

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
●There may be have non-uniform lines on the surface.

22 7
147.5

DCF-10BNET/CRS-4

Special elderly nursing home“Furukawashinsuien”

05
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ARENALEAF

DCF-150BNET/
ANF-1

DCF-150BNET/
ANF-2

DCF-150BNET/
ANF-3

DCF-150BNET/ANF-1~ANF-3
[ size/pc ] 148×18.5 mm
[ size/sht ] 150×300 mm
[ thickness ] 5~9.5 mm
[number per] 22.3 shts

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

300

[ sht/case ] 12 shts
[weight/case] 8.7 kg

0

15

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.

“Tatami”

Traditional tatami flooring is indispensable to daily life in Japan. Its natural dry
scent comes from the interwoven stalks of igusa, a rush-like plant , that covers
tatami. It also recalls the comfort and relaxation associated with kicking off

footwear and any stresses remaining after finally arriving home after a long day.
ARENALEAF tile designs feature the flexible, relaxing interwoven pattern of

tatami that underlies home life. A wall of ARENALEAF tile presents the relaxing
space and sophisticated ambience associated with modern Japanese living.
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YOHEN BORDER

IM-1015P1/YB1H

IM-1015P1/YB2H

IM-1015P1/YB3H

IM-1015P1/YB21H

IM-1015P1/YB22H

IM-1015P1/YB23H

IM-1015P1/YB11H

IM-1015P1/YB12H

IM-1015P1/YB13H

IM-1015P1/YB1H…YB23H
[

size/pc

] 98×12.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

“Keshiki”

Yohen (literally meaning “kiln change”) is a traditional method used in ceramics
that has existed since the times of old and involves utilizing the random color

[quantity/sqm] 11.5 shts

Net mounted on back
Net color: Paper

300

[quantity/carton] 22 shts

0

30

transformations that an object undergoes during firing. It is often used for the tea

[weight/carton] 22.5 kg

chance are known as “keshiki,” meaning “scenery,” and people enjoy the colors

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○

cups used in the traditional Japanese tea ceremony. The color tones created by
and patterns that are created without intent as though looking at beautiful

scenery. The variety and complexity of these color tones bring to mind images of

the changing leaves in Japan in autumn, with no two the same. In this way, each of
these Yohen Border tiles is slightly different from the last. Enjoy the balance of the

08

[ thickness ] 6 mm

colors chance created, and the “scenery” that unfolds in front of you.

Note:
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
●Has color variation.
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.

IM-1015P1/YB4H
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IZUMO

IZM-310/1

IZM-310/2

IZM-310/3

IZM-310/1~3
[

size/pc

] 294×94 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×100 mm

“Shinzan Yu-koku”

[ thickness ] 13 mm
[quantity/sqm] 33.4 pcs

100

[quantity/carton] 33 pcs
[weight/carton] 25 kg

0

30

Loose piece

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ○
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Has color and glaze variation.
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.

The beautiful interweaving waves of mountains and valleys, with their subtle
elegance, is often described as shinzan yu-koku in Japan, meaning “deep

mountain glen.” The slight changes in colors from white, to red, to black that

occur with the sunlight have long been the subject of poems and ballads, and

the motif for ink wash paintings and traditional Japanese paintings, due to the
way they stimulate the artistic senses. The white of morning mist, the red of

sunset, and the jet black of darkness – Izumo expresses these three colors which
nature produces through clouds, the sky, and light. Its uneven surface and the

texture which maximizes the glazed pottery feeling make it truly special. Izumo
creates beautiful walls which reflect the light wonderfully.
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dent cube

DCF-50NET/
DNC-1A

DCF-50NET/
DNC-2A

DCF-50NET/
DNC-1

DCF-50NET/DNC-1A~DNC-2A

DCF-50NET/DNC-1~DNC-2

[

[

size/pc

] 47×47 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts

[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
0

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.

A masu is a cube-shaped vessel made from wood such as cypress, using expert
techniques that do not require the use of any nails. Masu have been used as

vessels for holding rice or sake in Japan for more than 1300 years. Today, the
wonderful fragrance of their wood means they are used to drink sake in the

celebratory sake barrel opening called kagami biraki, performed at New Year or

the start of special events, as well as for the traditional Japanese bean throwing
festival performed at setsubun. Dent Cube evokes images of masu, the symbol

of celebration, lined up in an orderly fashion. Its unevenness creates a feeling of
three dimensions and generates shadows. Combining two colors of tiles from

12

the same series can create a space with a greater feeling of change.

] 47×47 mm

[ thickness ] 10 mm

300

[quantity/carton] 10 shts
[weight/carton] 18.5 kg

size/pc

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

[ thickness ] 10 mm,18 mm

“Masu”

DCF-50NET/
DNC-2

[quantity/carton] 10 shts
[weight/carton] 15 kg

300
0

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray
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TOUEN

HAL-30B/TEN-1

New

HAL-30B/TEN-2

HAL-30B/TEN-3

HAL-30B/TEN1~TEN4
[

size/pc

] 235×27 mm

[ size/sht ] 239×300 mm
[ thickness ] 12 mm,16 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 14 shts

“Hokosugi”

9

23

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

The cedar tree, native to Japan, has long been treasured for the use of its

[weight/carton] 19.6 kg

and sake barrels. The cedars that grow straight and tall like a spear are known as

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○

Japanese people feel fondly towards these trees as a symbol of growth. The

Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.

timber. Its distinctive aroma has led to it often being used to make wooden tubs
hokosugi (“spear cedars”), and can grow to be as tall as 50 meters high.

bark on a mature tree’s trunk is characterized by vertical cracks, affording a

strong and powerful look. TOUEN recreates this image of the cedar tree, its

texture similar to roughly cut bark and its straight lines similar to those on the

14

[quantity/carton] 11 shts

trunk. A wall tiled with this distinguished design can only get better with time.

HAL-30B/TEN-4

15

16

WAVE BORDER

DCF-20BNET/
WAB-1

DCF-20BNET/
WAB-2

DCF-20BNET/
WAB-3

DCF-20BNET/
WAB-4

DCF-20BNET/WAB-1~WAB-4
[

size/pc

] 235×19 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×300 mm
[ thickness ] 15.5 mm

237

[quantity/sqm] 14.1 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 20 kg

0

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
●Powders may fall off when it is scratched.

“Tanada”

Terraced rice fields that cover the side of a hill like stairs of varying shapes and
sizes. During the rice planting season, the water on the surface of each field

glimmers and the ridges and banks look just like waves. With rice being the main
staple of their diet, Japanese people have lived alongside rice crops since the

times of old. Wave Border was designed to imitate such beautiful terraced rice
fields, a scene that stirs feelings of nostalgia in all Japanese people as a

landscape of the heart. Its continuing ripples evoke images of rolling waves.
Notice how the light reflecting on it creates a whimsical feel, like the sun
glittering on the ocean.
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TOUJURIN

HAL-R/BLD-1

HAL-R/BLD-2

HAL-R/BLD-3

HAL-R/BLD-1~BLD-4
[

size/pc

200

] 198×10 mm

[ size/sht ] 200×150 mm
[ thickness ] 30 mm

150

[quantity/sqm] 34 shts
[quantity/carton] 10 shts
[weight/carton] 7 kg

Net mounted on back
Joint color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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HAL-R/BLD-4

19

20

Sydney Residence

SEKIHA

HAL-R/SKH-1

HAL-R/SKH-2

HAL-R/SKH-4

HAL-R/SKH-5

HAL-R/SKH-3

HAL-R/SKH-1~SKH-5
[

size/pc

] 235×14 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×300 mm
[ thickness ] 14.5 mm,18 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 14.1 shts
[quantity/carton] 14 shts
[weight/carton] 19.7 kg

7

23

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.

21

PLATEAU BLOCK

DCF-30NET/PLK-1

DCF-30NET/PLK-2

DCF-30NET/PLK-1~PLK-4
[

size/pc

] 28×28 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[ thickness ] 10 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 15.2 kg

0

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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DCF-30NET/PLK-3

DCF-30NET/PLK-4

23

24

California House by Inform Design, Melbourne

HOSOWARI BORDER
〈NORMAL〉

HAL-20BN/HB-1

HAL-20BN/HB-5

HAL-20BN/HB-6

HAL-20BN/HB-7

HAL-20BR/HB-5

HAL-20BR/HB-6

HAL-20BR/HB-7

〈RANDOM〉

HAL-20BR/HB-1

HAL-20BN/HB-1~HB-7
HAL-20BR/HB-1~HB-7
[

size/pc

] 235×19.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×303 mm
[ thickness ] 13.5 mm

303

[quantity/sqm] 14 shts
[quantity/carton] 14 shts
[weight/carton] 20.5 kg

7

23

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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YUKI BORDER

IM-1520P1/YKR1

IM-1520P1/YKR2

IM-1520P1/YKR3

IM-1520P1/YKR1~ YKR4
[

size/pc

] 145×20 mm

[ size/sht ] 296×292.5 mm
[ thickness ] 8.5 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.9 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 17 kg

292.5
6

29

Net(Paper) mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
●Has color variation.
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.

26

IM-1520P1/YKR4

27

28

YUMON

New

〈Line〉

HAL-60B/YMN-1S

HAL-60B/YMN-2S

HAL-60B/YMN-3S

HAL-60B/YMN-2T

HAL-60B/YMN-3T

〈Wave〉

HAL-60B/YMN-1T

HAL-60B/YMN-1S~YMN-3S
HAL-60B/YMN-1T~YMN-3T
[

size/pc

] 297×60 mm
60

[ size/sht ] 300×70 mm

60

[ thickness ] 15 mm
7

[quantity/sqm] 48 pcs

7

29

29

[quantity/carton] 34 pcs

15

15

[weight/carton] 20 kg

Loose piece

Loose piece

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Has color and glaze variation.
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
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LASCAVE

HAL-75H/RSC-1

HAL-75H/RSC-2

HAL-75H/RSC-4

HAL-75H/RSC-5

HAL-75H/RSC-3

HAL-75H/RSC-1~RSC-5
[

size/pc

] 72×72 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[ thickness ] 8~14 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 11.5 shts
[quantity/carton] 8 shts
[weight/carton] 15.5 kg

0

30

Silicon joint
Joint color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
●This product can not be used with old model.
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OMBRE BORDER

DCF-20BNET/OMB-1

DCF-20BNET/OMB-2

DCF-20BNET/OMB-3

New

DCF-20BNET/OMB-4

DCF‐20BNET/OMB‐1~OMB‐4
[

size/pc

] 235×19.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×303 mm
[ thickness ] 13.5, 8 mm
[quantity/sqm] 14 shts
[quantity/carton] 14 shts
[weight/carton] 18.9 kg

237
3

30

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
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LUMINOS

HAL-R/LNS-1

New

HAL-R/LNS-2

HAL-R/LNS-3

HAL-R/LNS-1~LNS-4
[

size/pc

] 235×14 mm
235×18.5 mm
235×25 mm

[ size/sht ] 237×300 mm
[ thickness ] 16 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 14.1 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 19.4 kg

7

23

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.

32

HAL-R/LNS-4

GAMON

HAL-40B/GMN-1

New

HAL-40B/GMN-2

HAL-40B/GMN-3

HAL-40B/GMN-4

HAL-40B/GMN-1~GMN-4
[

size/pc

] 235×40 mm

[ size/sht ] 238×50 mm
[ thickness ] 12 mm
[quantity/sqm] 84 pcs
[quantity/carton] 60 pcs
[weight/carton] 15 kg

40

5

23

12

Loose piece

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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Sutherland Rd. Residence by Doherty Lynch design

FORMAT-MIX

YM-FORM/WH-MIX
[Mixed-white]

YM-FORM/BL-MIX
[Mixed-black]

YM-FORM/WH-MIX.BL-MIX
[

size/pc

] 100×30 mm
100×50 mm
100×75 mm

[ size/sht ] 306×322 mm

322

[ thickness ] 7 mm, 9.5 mm
[quantity/sqm] 10.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 10 shts
[weight/carton] 15 kg

16
306

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×＊
Adhesive ○
＊Designed for open joint installation. But grouting is recommended for bathroom wall
installation to avoid joints from being stained or smelling unpleasant.

Note:
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
Attention:
Please apply each sheet upside down
when you apply this FORMAT-MIX. It does
not look like the pattern on the photo
below when all sheets are installed in the
same direction and some tile pieces are
set in the same straight line.
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VISORE

YM-155Z/VIS-11

YM-155Z/VIS-12

YM-155Z/VIS-13

[White pearl]

[Black pearl]

[Brown pearl]

YM-155Z/VIS-21B

YM-155Z/VIS-22B

YM-155Z/VIS-23B

[White pearl]

[Black pearl]

[Brown pearl]

YM-155Z/VIS-11…VIS-23B
[

size/pc

] 45×45 mm

[ size/sht ] 282×282 mm
[ thickness ] 9.5 mm

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

282

[quantity/sqm] 12.6 shts
[quantity/carton] 18 shts
[weight/carton] 22.5 kg

282

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×＊
Adhesive ○
＊Designed for open joint installation. But grouting is recommended to bathroom wall installation to avoid joints from being stained or
smelling unpleasant.

Note:
●Handle carefully as it is easy to get scratches and stains may be remarkable due to Metallic glazing.
●Have color and glaze variation. ●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
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stream border
〈FLAT〉

〈ROUND〉

IM-315P1/IB-1FH

IM-315P1/IB-1RH

[Ibushi]

[Ibushi]

IM-315P1/MW-1FH

IM-315P1/MW-1RH

[Matte white]

[Matte white]

IM-315P1/IB-1FH.MW-1FH

IM-315P1/IB-1RH.MW-1RH

[

[

size/pc

] 145×30 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[ thickness ] 7 mm

size/pc

] 145×30 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
300

[ thickness ] 7-10 mm

[quantity/sqm] 11.5 shts

[quantity/sqm] 11.5 shts

[quantity/carton] 20 shts

[quantity/carton] 15 shts

[weight/carton] 22.5 kg

50

300

Paper mounted on surface

[weight/carton] 16 kg

300

50

300

Paper mounted on surface

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ○
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
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mirocave

DCF-50NET/MRV-1

DCF-50NET/MRV-2

[Luster white]

[Luster black]

DCF-50NET/MRV-4

DCF-50NET/MRV-5

[Luster bronze]

[Luster yellow]

DCF-50NET/MRV-3
[Luster blue]

DCF-50NET/MRV-1~ MRV-5
[

size/pc

] 45×48 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

Cross section

300

R117

[ thickness ] 10 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 17 kg

300

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

4

10

48

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×＊
Adhesive ○
＊Designed for open joint installation. But grouting is recommended to bathroom wall installation to avoid joints from being
stained or smelling unpleasant.

Note:
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Handle carefully as it is easy to get scratches and stains may be remarkable due to Metallic glazing.
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RHYTHMIC

HAL-20B/RYS-1

HAL-20B/RYS-2

HAL-20B/RYS-3

HAL-20B/RYS-1~RYS-3
[

size/pc

] 225.5×19.5 mm
70.5×19.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

300

[ thickness ] 13 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 21.1 kg

300

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
●This product can not be used with old model.
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Chiba Restaurant
Designed by Isabelle Oliveri of Studio IOD Melbourne

44

HAL-30B/CRC-1(Old model)

RHYTHMIC

CROCHET

HAL-30B/RYC-1

HAL-30B/RYC-2

HAL-30B/RYC-3

HAL-30B/RYC-1~RYC-3
[

size/pc

] 87×27 mm
57×27 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

300

[ thickness ] 15 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 22.9 kg

300

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
●This product can not be used with old model.
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FOUREFLE
〈BRIGHT〉

IM-1025P1/FRF-1

IM-1025P1/FRF-2

IM-1025P1/FRF-3

IM-1025P1/FRF-4

[White]

[Blue]

[Red]

[Black]

〈BRIGHT〉

〈MAT〉

IM-1025P1/FRF11

IM-1025P1/FRF12

IM-1025P1/FRF13

IM-1025P1/FRF14

IM-1025P1/FRF-1~FRF-4

IM-1025P1/FRF-11~FRF-14

[

[

size/pc

] 95×20 mm

[ thickness ] 8.5 mm

292.5

[weight/carton] 20.6 kg

] 95×20 mm

[ thickness ] 8.5 mm

[quantity/sqm] 11.7 shts
[quantity/carton] 16 shts

size/pc

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

[ size/sht ] 294×292.5 mm

300

[quantity/sqm] 11.5 shts
294

Paper mounted on surface

[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 16 kg

300

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×＊
Adhesive ○
＊Designed for open joint installation. But grouting is recommended to bathroom wall installation to avoid joints from being stained or smelling unpleasant.

Note:
●Has color variation. ●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
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Designed by Doherty Lynch
IM-1025P1/FRF-1
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REPEAT WAVE
〈ROUND〉

IM-7530P1/RW-1

IM-7530P1/RW-2

[Matte white]

[Ibushi]

IM-7530P1/RW-1~ RW-2
[

size/pc

] 72×27 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[ thickness ] 7-9 mm

300

Paper mounted on surface

[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 14 shts

300

37.5

[weight/carton] 20 kg
Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ○
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Color difference may occur between samples and actual batch.
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CHOCOLATE

DCF-35NET/CHC-1

DCF-35NET/CHC-2

DCF-35NET/CHC-11

DCF-35NET/CHC-12

New

DCF-35NET/CHC-3

DCF-35NET/CHC-11~CHC-12
[

size/pc

] 35×35 mm

[ size/sht ] 292×292 mm

Cross section

292

[ thickness ] 9 mm

6
3

[quantity/sqm] 11.8 shts
[quantity/carton] 12 shts
[weight/carton] 15 kg

292

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

5
35

35

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar Mortar ×
Grouting ×＊
Adhesive ○
＊Designed for open joint installation. But grouting is recommended for bathroom wall installation to
avoid joints being stained or smelling unpleasant.

Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
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CELAVIO F

HAL-155/CFK-1

New

HAL-155/CFK-2

HAL-155/CFK-1~CFK-2
[

size/pc

] 47.5×47.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

300

[ thickness ] 8 mm
[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts

300

[quantity/carton] 15 shts
[weight/carton] 19.1 kg
Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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CELAVIO G

HAL-25B/CGV-1

HAL-25B/CGV-2

New

HAL-25B/CGV-3

HAL-25B/CGV-1~CGV-3
[

size/pc

] 147.5×22.5 mm

[ size/sht ] 300×300 mm
[ thickness ] 8 mm

Net mounted on back
Net color: Gray

300

[quantity/sqm] 11.2 shts
[quantity/carton] 15 shts

300

[weight/carton] 19.8 kg
Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ×
Grouting ×
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Gray net may be visible from between joints.
●Colors may vary even within the same batch.
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GIYAMAN BORDER
DCF-30B/GYM-1

DCF-30B/GYM-2

DCF-30B/GYM-3

DCF‐30B/GYM‐1~GYM‐4
[

size/pc

] 220×30

[ thickness ] 15 mm
[quantity/sqm] 109 pcs
[quantity/carton] 108 pcs
[weight/carton] 22 kg

30
220

Loose piece

Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ○
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Water-proofing adhesive is required for bathroom wall installation.
●Stains may enter cracks on the surface after a certain period of use,
but this does not affect the performance of the tile itself.
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New

DCF-30B/GYM-4

madoka-r

IM-45P1/MDK-31
[Yuki]

IM-45P1/MDK-32

IM-45P1/MDK-33

[Oribe]

[Kaede]

IM-45P1/MDK-34

IM-45P1/MDK-35

[Iraka]

[Ibushi]

IM-45P1/MDK-31~ MDK-35
[

size/pc

] 45×45 mm

[ size/sht ] 288×288 mm
[ thickness ] 9.5 mm

Paper mounted on surface

288

[quantity/sqm] 12.1 shts
[quantity/carton] 18 shts

288

[weight/carton] 22.5 kg
Installation Material and grouting:
Mortar ○
Grouting ○
Adhesive ○
Note:
●Grouting is necessary for bathroom wall use.
●Handle MDK-35 carefully as it is easy to get scratches and stains may be remarkable due
to Metallic glazing.
●Has color and glaze variation.
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